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Dear Senator 744 a-LeLle—,61-t-,-1-- 
So you could not find any evidence that would indicate that 

the Warren Commission erred in its conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald 

was the lone assassin of President Kennedy. That is absolutely 

incredible, because I, a homemaker from Down:east who has no resources 

whatever, can point to literally dozens of pieces of evidence which 

show that there was more than one assassin - and - that Lee Oswald 

was not one of them. Now how is that possible? 

it is disgusting to me that man in your positimbave totally 

abused your power and have sold out your obligations* You are a 

ditcredit to your calling. Don't even begin to wonder why there is 

no confidence in goverment today - your actions are responsible. 

I. demand to know exactly what investigation you carried out to 

arrive at your conclusion. as well as who did it? 

If you had wanted some leads, which obviously you did not, you 

would have consulted people who have done responsible study of the 

subject. These include Harold Weisberg Ochltmaj, 	Ma. and IY), 

Sylvia Meagher GLammUlAdiatAttI=J2mLIttet). and Howard Roffman 

(20SLIMS4i aunty).  You would have learned of significant items which 
Show Oswald was innocent. Some of these are: the paraffin test which 

showed no nitrates on his cheek, witnesses who saw and talked with 

Oswald after noon on the first floor, the RBI and Secret Service • 

reports which had Connally hit by a separate bullet than JFK, the 

revision of the autopsy reprt, the doctors' statements that the throat 

wound was one of entrance, and - to name just one more - the Altgens 

picture which shows the man in the doorway (who Lovelock',  saickwas he) 

wearing a shirt identical to the one Oswald wore when arrested and not 

at all like the one Lovelady said he wore.ltmasing that I know all 
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